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This article argues that the Kalahari desert region of the Kwenla tribal reserve quietly slipped out of the imperial command from 1930–1950, at a time when British colonial authorities achieved territorial control of the tribal areas of Bechuanaland Protectorate (now Botswana) through the chiefs. The British had reluctantly colonised Bechuanaland and initially left the chiefs to their own devices. However, with a new generation of chiefs in office in the 1920s, numerous ‘ugly’ developments in the tribal areas, and lack of regulation and chiefly power, forced the colonial government to tighten control. By the mid-1940s this appeared to have been achieved in most parts of the country. But the lack of resources and logistical difficulties, combined with weak tribal leadership at the Kwenla tribal headquarters made the Kalahari desert impossible to police. Hence, it became a safe haven for alleged criminal elements, such as tax evaders and game poachers for example. The remote and isolated village of Tsetseng proved to be a particular problem for the colonial authorities and this ‘lawless’ area was only brought back into effective imperial control in 1953 after a difficult campaign. The article also argues that consultation and Tswana succession through primogeniture made indirect rule in Bechuanaland operate differently from other parts of British Africa.

Introduction

This article starts by providing a brief background to the colonisation of the land of the Tswana and the nature of the British colonial administration in Bechuanaland. It then recounts the difficulties of controlling the tribal areas, which led the colonial government to take measures to bring about effective rule. The focus then shifts to the Kwenla tribal territory where control over some subordinate Kalahari tribes in the Kalahari desert was lost. Finally, the article provides a comprehensive account of the methods used by the Kalahari people in evading Kwenla and British imperial control. The remoteness of Tsetseng and the heavy sand of the Kalahari desert contributed to the initial ‘disconnection’ of Tsetseng, before its ‘rediscovery’ renewed efforts to bring it under control (see Figure 1 on page 58). When Tsetseng people refused to give in to ‘interference’ this was perceived by the authorities as lawlessness. Indeed, the discourses of ‘lawlessness’ can be viewed as a colonial response to logistical problems in actually exercising any authority deep in the Kalahari desert.

Missionary John Mackenzie of the London Missionary Society, who was based at Shoshong (the former Ngwato capital) from 1862 to 1876, campaigned in Britain for British protection of the Tswana territories against Boer threats.1 Although initially his plea
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*This piece is dedicated to Professor Neil Parsons on his retirement from the University of Botswana in July 2009.

Figure 1. Kwenia and Ngwaketse Reserves and Kalahari Crown Land. The inset is a map of colonial Botswana (Bechuanaland Protectorate).
was not heeded, in 1885 British protection was suddenly declared out of fear that the Germans in South West Africa might link up with the Transvaal Boers and block the 'Road to the North.' Controlling this route was of immense economic value, as it served as a gateway from the South African mines through the land of the Tswana into central Africa, where cheap African labour, fuel in the form of wood, and livestock for food were procured.

Satisfied to have secured their road to the north, the British were concerned primarily with maintaining peace and order, and left the chiefs ruling their people as they had done before. This meant that the colonial administration assumed the role of a central government with its headquarters at Mafikeng in South Africa where the resident commissioner was based. He was subordinate to the high commissioner who operated from Cape Town. The presence of the British colonial administration in Bechuanaland was minimal, and never consisted of more than 100 Europeans. Contact between the chiefs and colonial administration was limited to a small mounted border police. The Tswana reserve (Ngamiland) in the remote northwest did not fall under British colonial rule until the 1890s owing to logistical problems. Even thereafter contact between Ngamiland and Mafikeng remained the weakest places in the entire territory.

In 1919 and 1920 a Native Advisory Council (re-named the African Advisory Council in 1940) was formed. The NAC was established for tribal representatives to discuss issues of mutual concern with the Administration annually. Yet the inaccessibility of Ngamiland meant that the Tswana did not attend the meetings of the NAC in Mafikeng until the 1930s, at a time when the administration introduced the policy of indirect rule. Indirect rule spread through British colonies after being successfully implemented in the Muslim Emirates of northern Nigeria by Frederick Lugard shortly after these states had been conquered in the early 1900s. With a personnel of no more than 100 Europeans, Lugard effectively established British colonial control in this vast northern Nigerian territory. Later, he disseminated the policy to other parts of Nigeria. The adoption of indirect rule was a result of the inadequate human and financial resources at his disposal, and was an act of administrative expediency. Indirect rule involved maintaining indigenous tribal administration and taking advantage of the traditional court system.

---

indirect rule was taxation. So central to indirect rule were the chiefs and tribal administration that where these did not exist the British invented them and gave them warrant of office.

The policy of indirect rule differed from its original form as it spread from Nigeria to Uganda and Tanganyika (Tanzania) in east Africa, and then British central Africa. But it retained some important features that were identifiable everywhere, namely tribal administration, tribal courts and taxation. In its spread to other colonies different local political conditions had to be taken into account because experience had shown that failure to do so led to serious difficulties. As indirect rule spread to southern Africa (principally the high commission territories of Bechuanaland, Basutoland and Swaziland), it was implemented first in Bechuanaland. The major difference in the operation of indirect rule in Bechuanaland and other territories is that in Bechuanaland it involved a great deal of consultation between the British colonial officials and the chiefs. Unlike other places, the Tswana succession system by primogeniture made it difficult for chiefs to relate to the British as collaborators. The chiefs were able to influence and shape the policy to suit their own ends, and the consultative nature of indirect rule in Bechuanaland ensured co-operation between the colonial agents and the local people. In other British territories where consultation was absent, uprisings and revolts were common, particularly when efforts were made to implement taxation.

Indirect rule was first introduced in Bechuanaland in 1935 but the chiefs disputed this process, arguing that they were not consulted. As a result, the policy had to be reintroduced in 1944 following their participation in formulating the laws that underpinned it. Not only had they been involved in drafting the laws, but they were also able to manipulate the situation to serve their own interests. Partly due to this dynamic and the symbiotic relations between the British officials and Tswana chiefs, the ineffective Kswana tribal leadership was recognised by officials in the post-1931 period.

17 The working of indirect rule in Sudan was a good example of collaboration by the chiefs (see G.M. A. Bakhti, British Administration and Sudanese Nationalism, 1919–1939 (Ph.D. thesis, University of Cambridge, 1965).
The following section examines the problems faced by the colonial government authorities in the tribal areas and measures taken to regulate the powers of the chiefs with a view to bringing them under tighter control.

The Need for Tightening Territorial Control, 1929–1940

From about 1910 through to the 1920s, a new generation of chiefs replaced the first generation who had witnessed the imposition of British colonial rule. Thereafter, in the 1920s and 1930s, there were a myriad of what the British saw as unsavoury incidents in the tribal areas, which compelled the colonial government to rethink its policy towards tribal authorities.20 In addition to the lack of definition of chiefly powers, which was viewed as ‘a constant embarrassment to all concerned’,21 Schapera asserts that:

As the old chiefs died, they were succeeded by young men educated for the most part in schools outside the Protectorate, and so cut off from adequate first-hand experience of tribal government and jurisdiction. Instances multiplied of drunkenness and irresponsibility, neglect of duty, misappropriation of hut-tax and other tribal moneys, and of serious internal disputes, all calling for stronger Administrative control; while increasing educational, veterinary, and agricultural development made it still more desirable to define the relations between the Administration and the tribes.22

Leopold Amery, Secretary of State, who visited Bechuanaland in October 1927, was disturbed by the territory’s lack of development and backwardness:

I had no idea what a backwater they were until I saw them myself. All the new stir and life in the Colonial Empire has hardly touched them at all. The same officials have occupied the same posts in the same little Protectorates for 20 years or so on end. As for administration our main idea has been that of the game reserve, a mere negative keeping of European civilisation out of the country and the maintenance of the existing tribal system without any real attempt to reform or to see what can be made out of the natives.23

The penury he witnessed in Bechuanaland led him to appoint Charles Rey as resident commissioner in 1929 in an effort to ameliorate the situation. In Charles Rey, Amery was confident that he had found an administrator who would be capable to go ‘all out to put the Bechuana [Tswana] on their feet economically’.24 Rey himself had no experience of working in British colonial Africa, his only African experience had been as general manager of the ‘Abyssinian Corporation’ in Addis Ababa, where he worked for only one year.25 In appointing Rey, Amery argued that he wanted ‘someone who was enterprising, keen on development... a fresh and vigorous personality who will look at the situation with new eyes’.26 On his arrival in Bechuanaland Rey’s impression of the situation was that ‘unless things are dealt with drastically and promptly. I foresee an upheaval in the next few years’. Full of energy for his new work he noted, ‘so I’m going out with both hands to reform, develop, discipline and organise’.27 Writing to Lord Lugard about the chiefs and colonial

20 Hailey, Native Administration in British Tropical Africa Part V, p. 212.
26 Rey, Monarch, p. xii.
27 Ibid., entry for Sunday 20 October to Sunday 17 November 1929, p. 4.
government officials in Bechuanaland, Rey could not hide his disgust with the nature of tribal administration:

in various Departments of State, I have never (even during our war-time Administration) come across a state of affairs such as I found on arrival here. Worst of all is the position of the Native Question. The great Chiefs Khama, Sebele the first and Batoom the first etc., have gone. They have been succeeded by very inferior men — some drunken, some dishonest, all incompetent with the exception of Tshikedi, Chief of Barwangwato ... and Isang Chief of the Bakgatla. They have been trained in the most extraordinarily stupid way, a combination of weakness, vacillation and empty hectoring. They are thoroughly out of hand. They treat their people pretty badly, and need bringing into line firmly with realisation of their difficulties.28

The remoteness of the Tswana reserve and the colonial government's lack of human and material resources made control very weak. Therefore, the accession of Mathiba to the 

dogosi (chieftaincy) brought about decay in relation to his predecessor Sekgoma's achievements. Mathiba was accused of never meeting his people. Contact between the tribal headquarters and the people in the outposts was limited to tax collectors, who were described by Resident Magistrate Nettleton as 'regular brigands'.29 Mathiba's poor leadership led to calls for autonomy by the Herero and Hambukushu subject tribes.

Yet government officials reported that the people were happy under the ailing Mathiba's 'mis-rule', and his relations with the colonial regime were discussed in favourable terms. Even the determined and hardworking Rey had to accept the status quo, and wrote that 'owing to drink and disease this chief is practically crippled and though educated, is weak and unintelligent, exercising little or no authority over his tribe. He is, in spite of his many faults and shortcomings, an amiable personality, well disposed to the Administration, and does his best'.30 It was also difficult for the Tswana Tribal Administration to recruit qualified and experienced personnel in the form of teachers and tribal treasurers.

In 1932, Charles Rey introduced the chiefs in the NAC to two draft laws, called Native Administration Proclamation and Native Tribunal Proclamation. These were meant to regulate chiefly powers. The chiefs led by the fiery Tshikedi Khama of the Ngwato were outraged by the draft legislation which curtailed their powers and privileges. According to the draft laws the colonial government had the authority to approve of a chief being installed, suspended or deposed, if the need arose. This was a drastic departure with tradition and the chiefs did not hide their strong disapproval. They argued that they had not been consulted during the drafting of the proclamations. Rey went on to implement the laws in 1933 but Tshikedi and his colleagues petitioned the colonial government and when this failed they took the high commissioner to court in 1936.31 After the failure of their court case, the chiefs co-operated with Rey's administration but merely to demonstrate to him that the laws were unworkable.

In 1937 Rey retired and was replaced by Charles Arden-Clarke as resident commissioner. Arden-Clarke had worked in Nigeria for more than 16 years and was quite experienced in dealing with chiefs.32 He quickly established rapport with Tshikedi and the two became good friends. In 1939, Arden-Clarke set up a committee consisting of the chiefs and colonial government officials to draft new laws regulating chiefs' powers. The chiefs accepted this arrangement with alacrity. The new laws were implemented in 1944 and replaced Charles Rey's unpopular legislation.

28 Rey to Lugard, 5 March 1906, Lugard Papers, 52/5, Oxford, Rhodes House Library (RHL).
29 '1929, Bechuanaland; Background Material', Native Administration - Batswana, Resident Magistrate's despatch, 30 Aug. 1924, MS Beit./Emp.1.384, Box 5 Sir Charles Rey Papers, RHL.
30 'Resident Commissioner's Tour of Bechuanaland', Resident Commissioners to High Commissioner, 8 Nov. 1924, D.O. 1164/2026/1, P.O.O.
31 See Makgale, 'Policy of Indirect Rule', pp. 51–103.
Loss of Control over Tsetseng, 1917–1940

This section goes back in time to examine the peopling of the Kalahari desert, the relationships between Kwea and Kgagadisi, and between the Kwea leadership and British officials, focusing on a dispute in which Roy intervened to try to strengthen administrative control. The Kgagadisi refers to a number of inhabitants of the Kalahari desert some of whom are Bolaongwe, Shaga, Kgwatheng and Nqologa. These groups became part of the Kwea under imperial control in the second quarter of the nineteenth century, but they were incorporated as servants to Kwea masters who derived tribute from them. The tribute was in the form of desert products such as ostrich feathers and various animal skins among other things—commodities that were also used in trade dominated by Europeans from the Cape Colony. In addition, the Kgagadisi provided free labour for tribal projects in the Kwea capital of Molepolole. The Kwea chief’s posted their representatives to rule over the Kgagadisi villages in order to ensure effective control. However, in 1917, Sebele II was installed as Kwea chief. It seems that soon after his installation, trade in the Kalahari and control over Tsetseng village by the Kwea district governors began to weaken considerably.

The relations between Sebele II and the colonial government and its Christian allies were deteriorating at this time. Sebele openly flouted government orders as he felt they comprised unnecessary meddling in his monate’s (tribe’s) affairs. On several occasions his Christian headmen unsuccessfully tried to oust him by making complaints to the colonial government of Sebele II’s misrule. Yet official enquiries held in 1921, 1923, 1926, 1928 and 1929 showed that Sebele enjoyed the commoners’ enthusiastic support. The government’s reports on him, however, read like a litany of despair.

Sebele II seemed scarcely concerned that his accession to bogosi (chiefship) was not formally confirmed by the secretary of state in London, pending the ‘reforms’ to chiefly rule. In May 1920 he was said to have refused Resident Commissioner McGregor’s order to relocate from Nsweng to Bonkalalo where his enemies stayed. In May 1921 Sebele’s enemies delivered a petition to McGregor and a request for the formation of a tribal council to check Sebele’s alleged misrule. However, with most Kwea supporting Sebele, in July 1921 McGregor withdrew the order requiring him to relocate. Sebele had also cemented his position by courting European traders. So strong was his position that the tribal council became defunct soon after its formation. Between 1921 and 1925 he was accused of criminal and civil offenses ranging from stealing hut-tax money to wire tapping.

Successive resident commissioners tried to revive the defunct Kwea tribal council following petitions against Sebele by his detractors in 1926, 1928 and 1929, but it perished again soon after being established. However, in 1929 the government set up the ‘Kwea tribal council.

35 ‘Kwea Tribal Affairs: Sebele II’, correspondence between successive Resident Commissioners and High Commissioners respectively on Kwenda Affairs between 12 February 1918 and 17 December 1929, Archives, 1611/20, R.H.L. This file is a good catalogue of the grievances levelled against Sebele by various Government officials and sebele’s opponents in Mopopole.
37 J. Ramsey, ‘The Neo-Traditionalist Sebele II of the Bakwena’, in F. Morton and J. Ramsey, Birth of Botswana: A History of Bechuanaland Protectorate from 1910–1966 (Gaborone, Longman, 1987), p. 34. His debt to traders was reported to be close to £3000 (‘Deccen of Civil Imprisment granted in Gaborone’ [Gaborone] Court’, 26 June 1921; DJ: 55 Mi/M 1912/1, P.R.O.);
38 ‘Indictment’, 1925. DJ: 35 3373/1 0125/3, P.R.O.
39 For more details and some positive deeds attributed to Sebele’s rule see Ramsay, ‘Neo-Traditionalist’, pp. 30–9.
fund’ which was supervised by the resident magistrate after reports that Sebele was misusing tribal revenue.40 In 1931, Charles Rey decided to depose Sebele and banished him to the far away Crown land of Ghanzi, deep in the Kalahari. He replaced him with his cousin Kgari Sechele II as chief of the Kwenya. The Kwenya refused to pay tax until Sebele’s death in 1939.

Kgari Sechele did not impress as chief because he acted no differently to the deposed Sebele, but the government turned a blind eye. These developments in the Kwenya reserve led to laxity in tax collection and a complete collapse of control over the satellite villages such as Tssetseng until it was ‘rediscovered’ in July 1940. However, it should be pointed out that the period of the Second World War (1939–1945) saw co-operation between the colonial government and the chiefs reaching a high point. The chiefs did everything they could to assist Britain in her war effort. This included forceful recruitment of men for the war front.41 Some chiefs such as Kgari Sechele of the Kwenya and Molefi Pilane of the Kgatla even went to the extent of serving at the war front themselves. It was during this period of unprecedented co-operation between the new generation of chiefs and the colonial government that Tssetseng was ‘rediscovered’ by chance. This was when a government agent had undertaken a very difficult trip into the area to pay a wife of a migrant labourer who had worked in the South African mines but had died from tuberculosis in Molepolole.

**The ‘Rediscovery’ of Tssetseng, July 1940**

This section details the great difficulty presented by the sandy and harsh Kalahari terrain to the colonial authorities and Tssetseng’s isolation, which was key to the limited territorial control. The link between Tssetseng and Tsabong, which was the headquarters of the Crown land of Kalahari district, became crucial in the rediscovery of Tssetseng in July 1940. Infrastructure and communication facilities in Bechuanaland were very bad, particularly in this remote region; indeed, there was no passable through-road inside Bechuanaland from Tssetseng to Maun, the capital of Bechuanaland. As a result, one ‘had to drive along the Cape Province side of the Molopo river which marked the border’.42 Nor was there a usable road between Molepolole and Tssetseng, as the route previously used by traders had long been abandoned and had deteriorated. ‘Travelling in the Kgalagadi has certain limitations’, wrote former Kwenya and Kalahari district commissioner, Michael Fairlie in his memoir ‘It was wiser, for instance, to travel at night when the engine runs cooler. The speed of travel is seldom more than twenty m.p.h. for the road is a deep, sandy track and the lorry seldom gets out of third gear, so that the radiator will boil every five miles or so’.43

Despite or perhaps because of these transport and administrative difficulties, the Kalahari desert was teeming with a variety of wild animals. These included springbok, wildebeest, hartebeest, gemsbok, zebra and eland among others.44 The people of Tssetseng subsisted on this fauna which they were said to be slaughtering recklessly and with impunity.

In July 1940, the Tsabong acting district commissioner, A. Germond, made a difficult trip to Tssetseng where he ‘interviewed a certain woman Namasube and paid her compensation

43 Fairlie, *No Time like the Past*, p. 123.
for [the] death of her husband at the mines. Germond’s strip to Tsetseng was an eye-opener to the authorities:

There are two fairly large settlements at Tsetseng. These people are mostly Makgalagadi with a sprinkling of the worst type of Kwenas tribesmen, who have moved to this isolated spot to evade Tax and to trade with the local inhabitants… I know that natives in this area shoot game without restriction. Situated as they are on the border of the Kgalagadi District, they poach Giraffe, Eland and Gemsbok are plentiful in this area. Trade in game meat, skins [leather straps] and hides is carried on with the Makgalagadi of the Lethlakeng area or directly with such firms as M.I. Klabay and A. Hirschfeld.

Germond reported that there must be approximately 80 huts in Tsetseng and was ‘doubtful whether a quarter of these people have ever paid tax’. Writing to the Molepolole district commissioner he said that ‘Tsetseng is known by Natives at Kang as “Legodimong” [Heaven]. The inference is obvious’.

The ‘heavenly’ status of Tsetseng is interesting because it refers to freedom from colonial and Kwenas subjugation and hardship. The phrase suggests harmonious existence in Tsetseng and easy access to wildlife meat and products which were needed for trade. As Germond mentioned above, Tsetseng was also a safe haven for Kwenas who could not bear the brunt of taxation in Molepolole. Before long it was also reported that some inhabitants of Kang (also Kgagadighi) among them eligible tax payers, in the Kalahari district were also removing to Tsetseng without first seeking permission from their headman in Kang.

Naturally, the rediscovery of Tsetseng meant that the colonial government would be determined to crack down on what it regarded as lawlessness there, i.e. tax evasion and poaching. In pursuit of tax defaulters from Kang, the Tsabong district commissioner gave his counterpart in Molepolole a list of five known defaulters who had sought sanctuary in Tsetseng. These five, and probably many others, were in arrears varying from two to five years. They were also said to have removed cattle without permits and engaged in shooting many eland. The slaughter of the latter was prohibited on the grounds that it was royal game. The Molepolole district commissioner requested the Kwenas tribal authorities to have the Tsetseng matter investigated, and also stated that ‘there appears to be no Bakwana headman [sic] at Tsetseng’.

The fact of a Kwenas headman in Tsetseng was seen by the colonial authorities as contributing to ‘people… just running wild and doing as they like’, and the absence of Kwenas authority was also viewed as being the pull factor for migration to that village. ‘Because they are in the Bakwana country, they imagine our Police cannot touch them and it seems the time has come to make an example of these people’. The authorities in Tsabong promised to arrange for the Tshane cattle guard to go to Tsetseng and investigate the cattle removal situation, and suggested that the Bakwana tribal leadership should contribute by
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41 Germond to District Commissioner, 10 July 1940, D.C. Mol. 6/16, B.N.A.
42 District Commissioner to Bakwana Regent, 15 Dec., 1944, D.C. Mol 6/6, B.N.A.
43 Ibid.
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45 Midley (Acting District Commissioner, Tsabong) to District Commissioner (Molepolole), 27 Nov. 1944, D.C. Mol. 6/6, B.N.A.
appointing a ‘Headman for Tsetseng and bringing order to the place’. According to the authorities ‘Tsetseng’s chief attraction is Eland, and these are shot ad lib’.51

The ‘Excessive Liberty of Tsetseng’: An Attempt to Restore Law and Order, 1945—1949

According to the Kwna leadership, the appointment of a Kwna headman or chief’s representative (district governor) was made difficult by the fact that Tsetseng is far out in the desert and the water there is salty (sic) and so, people who have never lived there before are afraid of staying there permanently.52 For a long time the official link between Tsetseng and the ‘outside world’ was an Evangelist called Dithogo Baatweng. The Kwna tribal authorities considered appointing him as the chief’s representative in Tsetseng. They believed that because he had been an evangelist in Tsetseng for a long time, he would meet the requirements.53 For his part, the resident commissioner in Mafikeng tried to address the problem by appointing Midgely, the district commissioner for Tsabong, as an additional district commissioner for the Kwna reserve. Midgely was to be responsible for dealing with cases arising in Tsetseng, and to be assisted in his duties by the government police camel patrol.54

After further discussion regarding the appointment of a chief’s representative for Tsetseng area, a certain Kelemile Kgositsho was appointed, while Dithogo Baatweng was designated his ‘helper’. Kgositsho, who duly accepted the posting, was considered to have experience of the conditions of Tsetseng; in addition he was a member of the Kwna royalty. It was arranged that he would commence duty in January 1945.55

By October 1945 there were reports that conditions in both Kang and Tsetseng were severe owing to scarcity of water and the lack of trading stores where local people could sell their produce.56 Government officials wondered why people shifted from Kang to Tsetseng and continued staying there when conditions in both villages were actually worse. ‘To all intents and purposes they are all Bakgalagadi, they intermarry and are related in other ways and if the people at Kang are lazy and lawless, which is true, the same can be said of the Tsetseng crowd’, wrote the Tsabong district commissioner, Michael Fairlie.57 As far as Fairlie was concerned there were two major attractions in Tsetseng: the presence of eland in large numbers, and the almost complete absence of supervision. He also claimed that ‘to avoid the tax collector the Tsetseng people cross to Kgalagadi and the Kang people to Tsetseng’.58

When Kang experienced a severe water shortage, requests were made to allow Kang residents to take their livestock to Tsetseng for water for a short period annually without paying a levy. However, in Tsetseng, there was conflict between the local people and the police. ‘The Tshane police recently went to Tsetseng in pursuit of people who had been hunting eland in this district. Although the story is not clear, it seems that a fracas took place and the police were ejected’.59 Fairlie suspected that the chief’s representative, Kgositsho [referred to as a headman by colonial officials], was the source of this problem.

51 Midgley to District Commissioner, 27 Nov. 1944, D.C. Mol. 6/6, B.N.A.
52 M. Seboni (Bakwena Tribal Administration) to District Commissioner, 23 May 1945, ibid.
53 Seboni to District Commissioner, 23 May 1945, D.C. Mol. 6/6, B.N.A.
54 Government Secretary to District Commissioner (Molepolole), 6 June 1945, ibid.
55 M. Seboni (Bakwena Tribal Administration) to District Commissioner (Molepolole), 2 July 1945, D.C. Mol. 6/6, B.N.A.
56 M. Fairlie (District Commissioner, Tsabong) to District Commissioner (Molepolole), 25 Oct. 1947, ibid.
57 Fairlie to District Commissioner, 25 Oct. 1947, D.C. Mol. 6/6, B.N.A.
58 Ibid.
59 Ibid.
and he recommended that ‘Chief Kgari might remind him of his responsibility to render all possible assistance to the police’ in their investigation of the matter. On the alleged difficulty in tax collection, Fairlie saw ‘no reason why collection is difficult as a continuous traffic of clan remas, skins and fat is said to pass down from Tsentseng to Molepolole’.

The severe shortage of water in Kang forced inhabitants to take their livestock to Tsentseng for water in the wells they had dug there (with permission from the district commissioner). This was something they had been doing in the past. Tsentseng was fortunate in that it had a supply of water all year round. However, Kgosidintsi was reported to have refused Kang people permission to water their animals in Tsentseng, and this was suspected to have led to a fracas between the people of Tsentseng and those of Kang with the support of their headman.

Fairlie also suggested to the Molepolole district commissioner that he (Fairlie) pay occasional visits to Tsentseng in order to keep an eye on things. His reasoning was that Tsentseng was more accessible to him than to someone from Molepolole.

In his report to Kgari Sechele in Molepolole, Kgosidintsi stated that he tried to collect tax from the people in Tsentseng but his efforts were frustrated by the lack of hawking businesses or a trading store in the village, which meant that it was difficult for inhabitants of the village to obtain cash. The little he was able to raise, £26.19/-, was taken to Molepolole by the evangelist, Dihlago Baatweng. Kgosidintsi also reported that the school which the Tsentseng people had promised to build was not being built, and that people had not been able to plough, and were thus living off animal meat. The cattle posts of the Kang people are here at Tsentseng, these people have also brought their horses into Tsentseng which they use in killing the animals. They have passes and they have brought their cattle for pasture and water and they will not return to Kang until the first rains’, he stated.

Although he had agreed to the Kang people coming to Tsentseng, he confessed that he was worried that there was not enough water even for the local Tsentseng people. ‘I am afraid they will kill one another’, he wrote. Kgosidintsi requested permission to collect a special levy from the Kang for using water in Tsentseng. He also requested Kgari to provide him with a rifle and ammunition because the area had become uninhabitable owing to numerous lions which have almost finished the cattle and the horses … The people are just being eaten by lions.

After Kgari discussed the suggestion of a special levy with the government officials, however, it was agreed that the Kang people be allowed to water their cattle at Tsentseng for humanitarian reasons. ‘It is rumoured that they are a lazy lot and do not worry about making wells for themselves. Another report says that they cross the border to avoid the tax collectors’, Nevertheless, Kgari did not wish to exact a levy from them if their reasons were genuine and they only proceeded to Tsentseng for a short period each year.
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Yet difficult travel conditions hindered progress in maintaining law and order in Tsetseng. In 1947 it was stated that the last trip made by a motor vehicle to Tsetseng from Tshabong was during the census in 1946. ‘According to the driver the going was so heavy that he wouldn’t be prepared to attempt it again’. 69 In 1948, Michael Fairtie wrote to his counterpart in Molepolole: ‘On May 11 I was able to at last to make a trip to Tsetseng in your district. The village lies 20 miles from Kang in Kalahari District. The road is very bad and was a cause of two blowouts on my subsequent journey home’. 70 To Fairtie the tax problems in Tsetseng could be eased by granting a hawkers permit to a certain Indian trader by the name N M Kara, who was opening a business in Lehutu and had expressed interest in covering Kang and Tsetseng. 71 Kgari was approached in this regard. 72 Meanwhile the shooting of the so-called royal game by Tsetseng people was reported to be continuing unabated, and instructions from Kgari to cease this went unheeded. Legal arrangements were made in order to ensure that the new district commissioner in Tshabong, D. A. T. Atkins, like his predecessor, became additional district commissioner for Kweneng in order to handle cases arising at Tsetseng. The absence of a licensed trader in Tsetseng resulted in an environment that encouraged the proliferation of unscrupulous illegal European and Indian traders. 73 ‘I have on two occasions travelled with the above named Hawker [Mr. Osman S. Rasool], an Indian granted licence at Kang. As the result of collecting the tax when he buys stock, I go with him. I reported the problem of people at Tsetseng and Kang selling [large] quantities of Eland reims to him’, reported Tshane based African Policeman, Sergeant Kalabeng. 74 He continued his lament, ‘I did not want to interfere with the above named when doing business but under the present conditions I feel I cannot tolerate the excessive liberty of Tsetseng and Kang people selling [large] quantities of Eland reims’. According to police reports, the problems in Tsetseng were exacerbated by the unwillingness of Kgari in Molepolole to assist Kgositsho:

By assistance of Headman K. Kgositsho at Tsetseng to assist on tax collection, I request your strong, immediate recommendation for him to be allowed small payment. The man himself is isolated amongst Bakgatlagae, without help whatsoever from Chief Kgari, whom he is representing at Tsetseng, at the same time Kgositsho is in failing health. Furthermore, Sir, it is very essential for a Hawker [to be] granted licence at Tsetseng, as this would help in getting tax collection, at the same time [this would] help [lift] the inhabitants of Tsetseng from their destitute life as in a whole, their living is not very bad in the line of food, but they are terribly in need of tobacco, tea, sugar etc., as they cannot do without.’ 75

Lack of support from Molepolole to Kgositsho in Tsetseng was exacerbated by the Kwenza tribal treasury’s failure to pay his salary for seven months. On appointment in 1947 (not 1945 as originally planned) his salary was £36 per annum; he was owed £21. 76

New Approach by the Authorities, 1949–1953

The continued difficulty in Tsetseng led to recommendations to establish a police post either at Tsetseng or Kang. However, an acute shortage of human, financial and camel resources
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impeded progress.  

An alternative suggestion was to station two African policemen for a couple of months at Kang to attend to outstanding cases, apprehend tax defaulters and generally ensure close contact with the people in the area. According to government reports, tax evasion was beginning to be avoided through money raised by poaching and brewing khadi (a potent alcoholic drink made from wild tubers and honey or berries). Khadi had devastating effects in Dohwana Land because some men impoverished themselves and their families by selling their cattle in order to acquire it.  

In some tribal areas chiefs established tribal police forces in order to crack down on the brewing and selling of khadi.  

Poaching was said to be encouraged by licensed European traders in Tsetseng who bought large numbers of eland reins from the local people. Lack of support from Molepolo obviously demoralized and discouraged Kosidintsi. By the same token, the non-issuing of hunting permits by Kgari also left the Tsetseng people with no choice but to poach in order to get money for tax and family provisions; and perhaps also for purchasing khadi. As a way of dealing with the Tsetseng situation, it was suggested that the immigrants be ordered to return to their respective villages. It was also suggested that an arrangement be made for Kgari to visit Tsetseng as soon as possible in order to address the issue of eland hunting and immigrants. It was believed that such a visit would go a long way in establishing the authority of Kosidintsi as well as being helpful to the people and government generally. There was a suggestion that the police from Tshane should also meet Kgari in Tsetseng and assist him in any way possible. The police at Tshane were also instructed to visit Tsetseng once a month in order to assist Kosidintsi. The district commissioner, who promised to visit Tsetseng, was 'of the opinion that a visit from a European official will do much to restore the prestige of the law.'  

Government officials confessed, however, that trying to bring Tsetseng under their control was a tall order. 'In the past, three main expedients were tried out. The gazetting of the District Commissioner Keneng Reserve, the placing of a Chief's Representative at Tsetseng and the attempt to start a school. I do not know what effect the former expedient had but the latter two are failure as the Chief's Representative has no authority through no fault of his own and the school has never been completed.'  

The failure to bring Tsetseng under control led to another approach being adopted. The first step suggested was that Kgari should deploy at least two tribal policemen at Tsetseng but this was put off until a later date due to lack of transport. The European policeman, Inspector Webb, was expected to back the tribal policemen with more frequent police patrols from Tshane. Interestingly, these measures were perceived to be an exercise in futility: 'I am not, however, very confident of any good result as the Makgalagadi are a tough lot and even the police are, I am afraid, scared of them.' It was suggested that Kosidintsi be recalled since his presence in Tsetseng served no purpose. The Molepolo
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district commissioner felt that should everything else fail then one of the following desperate or extreme measures would provide a solution:

(a) The stationing of a permanent Police Post in the Kang-Tselseng area. This has been suggested previously but has not been adopted owing to lack of funds and personnel.
(b) The closing down of Tselseng and the removal of all the people to the Lethlakeng area.
(c) The handing-over of that area to the Crown Lands and thus including it in the Crown Lands.\(^{84}\)

Police patrols and raids on Tselseng became frequent. In October 1953, for instance, a group of five policemen left Gaborone through Molepolole to Tselseng. In Tselseng, the patrol learned that the people of Tselseng were no longer taking their eland reims to the local store but instead took them to Kokong in the neighbouring Ngwaketse tribal area.\(^{85}\) The colonial police and the Kweni tribal authorities joined hands in an attempt to solve the perceived problems of Tselseng. The first joint visit by the colonial police and the Kweni tribal authorities to Tselseng was in June 1953. The team included the deputy chief, new chief's representative for Tselseng (Dipitse Seboneko), tribal policemen and a tax collector. It was reported that the team found a lot of khotso drinking and eland hunting in the village and summarily dealt with the problem on the spot.\(^{86}\) The tribal and colonial policemen split into four patrols, which went in four different directions into Tselseng's satellite settlements. The first patrol returned with some 20 unlicensed rifles of different calibres and various types most of which were said to be obsolete weapons. Civil and criminal cases were also tried in Tselseng by the patrol.\(^{87}\)

It appears that these joint tribal and colonial law enforcement endeavours began to bear fruit. So much so that by July 1953 tax collection in Tselseng was reported to be better than in most other places in the Kweni reserve.\(^{88}\) John Lonsdale has pointed out that payment of tax is a form of submission,\(^{89}\) therefore by paying their taxes according to the law the people of Tselseng had now surrendered to British colonial and Kweni tribal control. Previously this control had been severely limited or made impossible by the harsh desert terrain and poor leadership on the part of the Kweni tribal administration.

**Conclusion**

Whereas indirect rule functioned through collaboration of the chiefs elsewhere in British Africa, in Botswana more effort was made to please the chiefs who were able to manipulate the situation to their advantage. The colonial government maintained a spurious confidence in some of the weak chiefs, in the hope of gaining their co-operation. This article has demonstrated how the Kgalagadi in Tselseng took advantage of the weak tribal administration in Molepolole to break away from their past exploitation. Their ability to do so was helped by the colonial government's lack of resources and logistical difficulties. Interestingly, this development took place at a time when the colonial government thought it had won concessions from the chiefs and had the tribal territories of Bechuanaland under effective control.

\(^{84}\) *Ibid.*
\(^{85}\) Sergeant Kalabeng to The Officer Commanding (Gaborone), 25 Oct. 1952, D.C. Mol. 6/16, B.N.A.
\(^{86}\) District Commissioner (Molepolole) to SV Lawsonson (DC Lobatse), 29 June 1953, *Ibid*.
\(^{87}\) Kalabeng to The Officer Commanding (Gaborone), 26 June 1953, *Ibid*.
\(^{88}\) District Commissioner (Molepolole) to Lawsonson, 8 July 1953, *Ibid*.
The Kgalagadi’s reaction to subservience in the Kwena territory was not an isolated incident, and in other parts of Bechuanaland there were numerous and more dramatic incidents of objection to subservience to Tswana rule. Yet these other instances were unsuccessful as the colonial regime joined hands with local Tswana overlords to suppress such uprisings. At independence in 1966 the postcolonial government subordinated all minority languages to Setswana, which became the national language (English being the official language).

The government argued that by so doing it was engaged in nation-building. However, the turn of the 21st century saw the ethnic minorities adopting a more vocal and confrontational position on the marginalisation of their languages and demanding the same constitutional recognition as Tswana-speaking tribes. Some even argued that the name Botswana reflected only the Tswana-speaking citizenry and should be changed to a neutral name. The culture of consultation that characterised the operation of indirect rule in Bechuanaland was also a feature of the early 21st century ‘ethnic minority question’, which has ensured peaceful resolution of otherwise explosive issues in Botswana.
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